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Tutorial

2. Measurement issues
a. The welfarist approach: theoretical foundations
Pareto efficiency

1. Define pareto efficiency.
2. Assume an economy contains two people and two goods, X & Y. Person A likes good X
but does not care about good Y. Person B likes Y but does not like X. Which allocation is
pareto efficient and why?
3. Assume an economy contains of two people and two goods, X and Y. Both people like
both goods but value them differently. For person A, X is exactly equivalent to two Y. She
is indifferent between any bundles (x, y) and (x‐n, y+2n) where x is some number of good
X and y is some number of Y. For person B, two X is exactly equivalent to one Y. Under
what condition would an allocation be pareto efficient? What are the potential pareto
efficient scenarios?
4. Assume two persons, person A and person B, and two goods, X & Y, the quantities of
which are denoted by x and y. Person A and person B each own 100 units of the Y‐good.
Person A owns 12 units of the X‐good; person B owns 3 units. Their preferences are
described by the utility functions.
uA(xA, yA) = yA + 60xA – 2xA2

and

uB(xB, yB) = yB + 30xB – xB2

Note that their marginal rates of substitution are MRSA=60‐4xA and MRSB=30‐2xB.
Determine the entire set of pareto efficient allocations (you may do this via the MRS conditions.)
Depict the set in an Edgeworth box diagram (Use different scales on the x‐ and y‐axes).

1. What are the issues and concerns with the pareto criterion as a measure of welfare?
2. What are the main ideas of the Theory of Collective Choice?
3. Explain the concept of transitivity.
4. Explain the axiom of the independence of irrelevant alternatives.
5. What does Arrow’s Impossibility Theorem say?
6. What is the basic idea behind the welfarist approach to measure wellbeing?
7. Is income a good measure of well‐being? If so, why? If not, why not? Discuss.
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1. Draw the Lorenz curve and calcullate the Gini coefficient based on thhe following income
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received
Top 20%
42.7
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4 20%
24.4
3rd 20%
17.1
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11.1
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W
Which
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bution represents?
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iss the most ccommonly used measure
e of inequal ity. Howeve
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2. The Gini coefficient
are the main drawbacks of this meeasure? Whaat are alterna
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ality?

Poverty measures
m 1:
Problem
a) Define absollute and rela
ative povertyy.
What is a po
overty line?
b) W
c) How will you
u interpret th
hese two exppressions:

w
when p is thee poverty lin
ne yi it the inccome of persson i, n is the
e total popullation, m is the
t
aaverage inco
ome and HC is
i the povertty head coun
nt.
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Problem
m 2:
aa)
#
1
2
3
4
5
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mes of 30 inh abitants in country
c
A.
Income
e #
Inco
ome #
Income #
Income
e
1
6
4
11 28
16
1
84
1
7
6
12 31
17
1
85
2
8
9
13 32
18
1
90
2
9
10
14 42
19
1
122
3
10 10
15 65
20
2
136

#
21
22
23
24
25

Incoome
165
216
232
320
1,0999

#
26
27
28
29
30

Income
1,637
1
1,642
1
2,327
2
2,482
2
7,117
7
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Assume the poverty line is 100.
 Calculate the poverty head count, the poverty head count ratio and the poverty gap.
 Calculate the Foster‐Greer‐Thorbecke measure with alpha=2
b) Below are the incomes of 10 inhabitants in country B.
# Income #
Income
1 90
6
96
2 91
7
98
3 93
8
102
4 95
9
140
5 95
10 300
Assume the poverty line is still 100.
 What is the poverty head count ratio and the poverty gap in this society?
 In which of the two countries would you say is poverty the largest problem?
 How high does an income tax on everybody in the society have to be in order to
collect enough money to get everybody out of poverty?
Problem 3:
Use the 2014 World Development Report and find the 3 countries with the highest poverty
measured by the fraction of the population living on less than 2.5 USD /day PPP. Compare
the population living on less than 10 USD/day PPP in Nigeria and Sierra Leone. Which country
is poorer?
Problem 4:
You are given the following information:
Poverty Indices by sub‐groups, Madagascar, 1994
P0
Rank
P1
Small farmers
81.6
1
41.0
Large farmers
77.0
2
34.6
Unskilled Workers
62.7
3
25.5
Herders/fishermen
51.4
4
27.9
Retirees/handicapped
50.6
5
23.6

Rank
1
2
4
3
5

P2
24.6
19.0
14.0
16.1
14.1

Rank
1
2
5
3
4

Source: Coudouel, Hentschel and Wodon (2001)



How would you interpret the following table (comparing e.g. unskilled workers and
herders)? Do you see any need for policy to intervene?
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2. Measurement issues
d. The World Bank’s poverty estimates

The IPC One pagers #52‐54 (see tutorial folder in StudIP) summarize the debate between Sanjay
Reddy, Thomas Pogge and Martin Ravallion on the quality and validity of the World Bank’s poverty
estimates.
Read the one pagers.
a) What are the main points of critique raised by Reddy and Pogge?
b) How compelling do you find their arguments in light of the response by Ravallion? Explain
and justify.
c) Can you think of any other arguments challenging the validity of the World Bank’s estimates?
d) You have seen a number different welfare measures in the lecture now, which one do you
find the most compelling and why or what would you propose as measure to consider?

Review Questions:
Which of the following is not a criticism that Reddy and Pogge
have levied at the World Bank’s approach to measuring world
poverty?
A. Measured PPP exchange rates vary over time.
B. The $2/day standard is too low.
C. The data on poverty reduction on India are subject to
considerable uncertainty.
D. The use of a consumer price index does not necessarily
reflect the evolution of prices of the goods and services
consumed by the poor.
The World Bank’s approach to measuring world poverty
requires less information from individual household surveys
than would be required if one were to apply a cost of basic
needs approach.
A. True
B. False
C. Uncertain

The second part of the tutorial will consist of an introduction to econometrics covering the
basic principles of regression analysis and interpretation. This session is optional and aimed
at students without prior knowledge in econometrics.
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Are Estimates of Poverty in
Latin America Reliable?

by Sanjay Reddy,
Barnard College, Columbia University

What is the level of income poverty in Latin America and has it
been decreasing? Are current estimates reliable?
The most influential approach to gauging income poverty
regionally as well as globally uses the World Bank’s international
poverty lines of ‘one-dollar-a-day’ and ‘two-dollars-a-day’ per
person. The Bank uses ‘purchasing power parity’ (PPP) factors to
translate these international lines into local currencies.
The Bank’s estimates for Latin America suggest that 8.6 per cent of
the region’s population was in extreme poverty (living on less than
one dollar a day) in 2004 while 22.2 per cent was in poverty (living
on less than two dollars a day) (see Table). By comparison, extreme
poverty affected 10.8 per cent of the region’s population in 1981
and poverty affected 28.5 per cent.
The pace of poverty reduction in Latin America was thus slow—
slower than in the entire world. The global percentage of the poor
fell from 67 per cent in 1981 to 48 per cent in 2004, with extreme
poverty falling from 40 per cent to 18 per cent.
Unfortunately, the Bank’s method has serious problems. The most
basic is the arbitrary nature of its approach to identifying the
poor. In the United States, the reference country for setting the
Bank’s international poverty lines, even two-dollars-a-day does
not reflect the real costs of meeting the basic requirements of a
human being.
The ‘thrifty food plan’ of the U.S. Department of Agriculture
estimates the costs just for food at a much higher level than $2 a
day per person. PPP adjustments also distort the results since the
costs of food items (which are internationally traded) are much
higher in developing countries than this method (which gives
great weight to the low cost of services there) suggests.
Thankfully, there is an alternative to the Bank’s approach, i.e., the
poverty estimates of the Economic Commission for Latin America
and the Caribbean (ECLAC). While it has its own deficiencies, ECLAC’s
approach tries, at least, to use nutritionally anchored poverty lines
that capture better the local cost of purchasing basic foodstuffs.
It thus better captures the real requirements of human beings.

Share of the Population in Latin America in Extreme and Overall Poverty
World Bank Estimates
$1 a day line
$2 a day line

1981
10.8
28.5

2004
8.6
22.2

ECLAC Estimates
Lower Poverty Line
Upper Poverty Line

1990
18.0
41.0

2005
15.4
39.8

Source: Reddy and Pogge.

40 per cent of the population was poor (compared to about 22 per
cent in 2004 for the Bank) and about 15 per cent was extremely poor
(compared to 8.6 per cent for the Bank).
Unfortunately, the ECLAC method has its own flaws. It assumes,
for instance, that all households have the same demographic
composition. And it estimates non-food requirements in an ad hoc
manner so that allowances for such requirements vary widely among
countries. A third approach (Reddy and Pogge, forthcoming) seeks to
improve on the ECLAC method.
This alternative approach would carefully construct poverty lines
within each country based on a common underlying conception
of the real requirements of human beings. This means that each
national poverty line would reflect the local cost requirements of
achieving a specific set of universal basic human capabilities.
However, the resulting estimates would be comparable because
the capabilities would be defined globally.
An example is provided by the ability to be adequately nourished. In
this case, the poverty line would reflect the local cost of purchasing
commodities with a certain nutritional content. While being locally
relevant, such a poverty line would also have a common meaning
across space and time.
Thus, it would be possible—especially in contrast to the World Bank
method—to conduct meaningful and consistent inter-country
comparisons. Such an approach eliminates the need for PPPs, which
are invariably arbitrary. Rather, it strengthens and coordinates
national poverty estimates, by applying a common and wellgrounded conception of poverty in all countries.
Reference:

ECLAC poverty estimates for Latin America are invariably higher
than those of the Bank. In 2005, the former suggest that almost
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Sanjay G. Reddy and Thomas Pogge (forthcoming). ‘How Not to Count the Poor’, in J. Stiglitz, S. Anand
and P. Segal (eds.) Debates in the Measurement of Poverty, Oxford: Oxford University Press. Available at
<http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=893159>.

The content of this page does not necessarily reflect the official views of the
International Poverty Centre, IPEA or the United Nations Development Programme.
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Which Poverty Line? A Response to Reddy
by Martin Ravallion, Development Research Group of the World Bank

Some years ago a consensus emerged in the development
community on the idea of an international poverty line of
around $1 a day at purchasing power parity. This became the
focus of the first Millennium Development Goal (MDG), which
calls for halving the 1990 $1 a day poverty rate by 2015.

line he adds an allowance for non-food spending consistent
with the spending patterns of those near the food-poverty line.
The key feature for Reddy is that a common nutritional cut-off
point—he uses 2100 calories per person per day— should be used
for all countries.

In a recent IPC One Pager, “Are Estimates of Poverty in Latin America
Reliable?”, Sanjay Reddy asserts that this poverty line is “arbitrary”
and “unreliable.” He feels that the line is too low to reflect well the
cost of not being considered poor in Latin America.

But hold on, this is sounding very similar to how most countries
currently measure poverty. Indeed, it is the method used by 80
per cent of the country-specific poverty assessments summarized
in Ravallion et al. (2008). The resulting national poverty measures
are compiled in the World Bank’s World Development Indicators,
side-by-side with the international “$1 a day” numbers. It seems
that Sanjay Reddy has reinvented the wheel.

Reddy neglects to point out that the $1 a day line is not intended
for measuring poverty in Latin America by the standards most
Latin Americans would consider appropriate. The $1 a day line
was explicitly designed to be representative of the poverty lines
found in the poorest stratum of countries, none of which are in
Latin America. While the latest available estimates indicate that
about one fifth of the population of the developing world lives
below $1 a day line, the figure is less than 10 per cent in Latin
America (although that is still a lot of very poor people).
In measuring absolute income poverty in the world as a whole,
there is a compelling case for treating any two people with the
same real income the same way, even when they live in different
countries. We need a common yardstick.
It is explicitly acknowledged by the World Bank that $1 a day is a
frugal line. One could hardly argue that those people who are poor
by the standards of the poorest countries are not in fact poor. This
gives the $1 a day line a salience in focusing on the world’s poorest
that a higher line would not have. At the other extreme, suppose
instead that one judged poverty in the poorest countries by (say)
US standards. Learning that 95 per cent or more of the population
is poor by this standard is unlikely to have much relevance in a poor
country, given that US standards of living are not within most
people’s foreseeable reach.
Reddy claims there is a better approach, though he does not
say much about the details. He refers to his paper with Thomas
Pogge, which in turn cites Reddy et al. (2006), where one finds
details on the preferred “capability approach.” This entails
calculating the cost of a country-specific food bundle for the
poorest stratum of households in that country whose diets
are deemed to be nutritionally adequate. To this food poverty
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Reddy also ignores an important problem: the purchasing power over
commodities of the poverty lines generated by his preferred method
is demonstrably not constant across countries. The reason is clearly
not different nutritional cut offs, which do not vary much, but rather
that there are multiple ways of reaching 2100 calories, implying very
different standards of living. Unsurprisingly, people in richer countries
tend to consume more expensive calories, and this is reflected in
poverty lines. Across countries, the real income elasticity of the
food poverty lines is 0.5; the elasticity of the non-food component
of the poverty line is even higher, at 0.9 (Ravallion et al., 2008).
Thus two people with the same real income but living in different
countries will not be treated the same way by Reddy’s proposed
method; typically the person living in the poorer country will be less
likely to be deemed poor.
All this just brings us back to the key question: by which
definition should we measure poverty in the world as a whole?
The first MDG is implicitly saying that we should start with
the definition found in the poorest countries, and give priority
to bringing everyone in the world up to that standard. Once that is
(hopefully) done, we can move to the task of bringing everyone up
to the level of living needed to escape poverty in Latin America,
by Latin American standards. We have a long way to go.
References:
Ravallion, Martin, Shaohua Chen and Prem Sangraula, 2008, “Dollar a Day Revisited,”
Policy Research Working Paper, World Bank, Washington DC. Available at
<http://econ.worldbank.org/docsearch>.
Reddy, Sanjay G., Sujata Visaria and Muhammad Asali, 2006, “Inter-Country Comparisons of
Income Poverty Based on a Capability Approach,” Department of Economics, Barnard College.
Available at <http://ssrn.com/abstract=915406>.
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A Consistent Measure of Real Poverty:
A Reply to Ravallion
by Thomas Pogge,
Australian National University

In 1961, the United States Department of Agriculture published
an Economy Food Plan carefully designed “as a nutritionally
adequate diet for short-term or emergency use” for poor people.
This diet was updated and later re-branded as the Thrifty Food
Plan. The lowest cost stated for this minimal diet was $80.40 per
person per month in 1999.
The relevant equivalent of the World Bank’s $1 a day poverty
line is $37.75 per person per month in 1999, and $49 today.
This is clearly not enough to cover the basic nutritional and
other needs of human beings in the US.
Is an equivalent to these amounts enough in poor countries?
Obviously not, if “equivalent” means equally capable of meeting
basic human needs. The $1 a day measure, however, relies on
another notion of equivalence, which involves two conversions:
converting any amount in local currency units (LCUs), via the
national consumer price index (CPI), into its equivalent in some
base year (currently 1993), and then converting the result,
via 1993 purchasing power parities (PPPs), into 1993 US$s.
Imagine a simple world with three commodities: necessaries,
discretionaries, and services (always in this order). If their prices
do not move in lockstep, the CPI will reflect a weighted average
of their price movements, based on the national spending pattern.
By relying on the CPI, the $1 a day measure loses track of the price
of necessaries. Falling prices of discretionaries (e.g., consumer
electronics) may lead to a falling CPI even while rising biofuel
demand is raising food prices. Poor people on constant incomes
become poorer relative to what they need to buy, yet richer by the
calculations of the $1 a day method.
Suppose the prices of the three commodities are LCU 5, 6 and 1 in
some poor country and $3, $4 and $9 in the US. What is the PPP?
Here again the answer depends on the spending pattern—in both
countries. Suppose this pattern, in per cent, is 30, 50 and 20 in
the poor country and 10, 50, and 40 in the US. This yields a PPP of
1.55; so the $1 a day measure will take each LCU to be equivalent
to $1.55. But in reference only to necessaries, priced at LCU 5 and $3,
each LCU is worth only 60 cents! Again, many who are very poor,
relative to what they really need to buy, may not show up
in the $1 a day statistics.
What is going wrong? Intuitively, income poverty (in the rockbottom sense here at issue) is a function of what necessaries a
person can buy. Through its reliance on CPI and PPP calculations,
the $1 a day measure allows far too much influence to the prices
of non-necessaries consumed in the same society. Through its
reliance on PPPs, it also allows far too much influence to spending
patterns in the US (and indeed in all other countries included in
the PPP exercise). In our example, one LCU, though it buys only 60
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cents worth of necessaries, is assigned much greater value because
services are so expensive in the US ($9 versus LCU 1) and because US
residents spend a lot on services. But should a poverty criterion be
influenced so heavily by facts about prices and consumption of
services that the poor do not need and do not consume?
Perhaps the best evidence one can have against any method is that its
applications can deliver massively divergent results. The two notions
of equivalence invoked in CPI and PPP calculations rely on very
different (national and global) spending patterns. As a consequence,
the comparison of two amounts in different years and countries varies
with the base year chosen for the PPP conversion. One can use the CPIs
of the two countries to convert into 1993 amounts and then compare
via 1993 PPPs. Or one can use CPIs to convert into any other year and
then do the comparison in PPPs of that year. One can get as many
different results as there are PPP exercises.
The magnitude of the base-year effect is observable, because the
Bank has actually worked with two base years. Before 2000, $1 a day
was defined in terms of $31 PPP 1985, after 1999 as $32.74 PPP 1993.
This switch of base year has caused large shifts in the relative
position of national poverty lines. For example, using 1993 rather
than 1985 as the base year raises all Chinese amounts—prices,
incomes, consumption expenditures—in all years by 31 per cent
relative to all Bangladeshi amounts in all years. And conversely,
using 1985 rather than 1993 as the base year raises all Bangladeshi
amounts in all years by 31 per cent relative to all Chinese amounts in
all years. The $1 a day poverty assessment depends then on yet
another irrelevancy: on the arbitrary choice of PPP base year.
Given the first Millennium Development Goal, millions of lives are
at stake in counting the poor. Doing this requires a much more direct
method than the $1 a day—a method that considers only the income
a household has and the prices of the necessaries it might buy.
A household is income-poor if it has no way of spending its
money so that the basic needs of its members are fulfilled.
Ravallion is right; there are multiple ways of reaching 2100 calories.
But this is irrelevant if the direct method focuses solely on the
cheapest way each household has to get there.
Ravallion is also right to insist on a uniform criterion of income
poverty, focused on the real income of the poor. Only the direct
method achieves a consistent focus on what really matters:
sufficiency for meeting basic human needs.
References:
Reddy, Sanjay G. and Pogge, Thomas (forthcoming). “How Not to Count the Poor”, in J. Stiglitz, S.
Anand and P. Segal (eds.) Debates in the Measurement of Poverty, Oxford: Oxford University Press.
Available at <http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=893159>.
Ravallion, Martin. (2008). “Which Poverty Line? A Response to Reddy”. One Pager 53,
International Poverty Centre, Brasilia. Availabel at <http://www.undp-povertycentre.org/pub/
IPCOnePager53.pdf>.
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Session 4:
Data Exercise
A few things to get you started…
The data in the excel file contains a subset of information from the Household Survey 1998-99 that
was conducted jointly by the Bangladesh Institute of Development Studies (BIDS) and the World Bank.
The information was collected at individual, household and community level. The survey was a national
representative survey.
•

Using the data at hand determine the Lorenz curve and Gini.

The variable pcexp shows the per capita consumption in the household per month in taka. Assume the
poverty line in Bangladesh is set at 5,000 taka.
•

What is the poverty rate and the poverty gap?

To compare poverty measures over time, it is important that the poverty line itself represents similar
levels of well-being over time and across groups. In Bangladesh three methods have been used to
derive poverty lines for Bangladesh: direct caloric intake, food-energy intake and cost of basic needs.
The following table gives a nutritional based in per capita terms, considered minimal for survival of a
typical adult in a family in rural Bangladesh.

•

Use the quantity information from the data set and the calorie content information from
the above table to calculate each household’s per capita caloric intake (in Calories per day).
(Hint: The unit in the data set is kilograms per week).

•

Based on the information generated how many households would be considered poor?
How does this compare to the poverty rate using the 5,000 taka poverty line?

•

According to the basket in table A3.1 and the average rural consumer prices, how much
money would a household of four need each day to meet its caloric requirements?
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3. The Growth‐Inequality Poverty‐nexus
b. The effect of growth on inequality: Kuznets and beyond

Imagine you are discussant at a conference or reviewer at an academic journal. Read
Deiniger and Squire (1998) and critically evaluate and discuss their work. You can use the
attached data extraction sheet to facilitate your review. Concentrate in particular on the role
of inequality in Land in their findings on the Kuznets relationship.

Guiding questions when reading and reviewing (journal) articles:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

What is the research question(s) that they are trying to address in their paper?
What is their contribution to the already existing empirical literature?
What methodological approach are they using?
What kind of data are they using for analysis?
Is the methodological approach/data appropriate to address the research question?
Which variables/factors are they considering? Are they appropriate? Can you think
of alternatives/alternative approaches/specifications?
6. What are their main findings and (policy) conclusions? Do you agree with their
points of view?
7. Are there any shortcomings in their analysis?
8. Do you have any questions which remain unaddressed/issues that remain unclear?
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Data extraction sheet
Data to be extracted

Notes to reviewer

Title of study
Author(s)
Year of publication
Type of publication

Peer reviewed journal, working paper, program report
etc.

Language
Country, national or regional

Specify if study is conducted at a national level or
regional, and if so which region(s)/province(s)/town(s)
etc.

Time when study took place
Research question

List the central research question that study tries to
assess

Contribution to the literature

What is the main contribution of this paper?

Methodology/Method of analysis

Describe the methodological approach (main empirical
specifications…)

Data

What kind of data are they using?

Sample size (and sample methodology)
Outcome measures and definition

2
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Give a short summary of the main findings regarding
the outcome of interest
Report statistics

Highlight

Robustness checks

Policy implications?

Areas for further research, pen questions, outstanding
issues?

Opinion/Evaluation

3

Quick review:

Where was Simon Kuznets born?
a) in Pinsk
b) in Minsk
c) in Camebridge
d) In New York

1

According to Kuznets, in the process of
development, inequality in an economy will
a) first fall, then rise
b) first rise, then fall
c) remain about the same
d) show no definite pattern
2

Which measure of inequality did Kuznets use in his 1955 AER
paper?
a) Hoover index
b) Gini index
c) Income of poorest quintiles to the top 5%
d) None, just qualitative information given that data is from the early
19th century

3

What does the median voter theorem say?
a) the average voter's preferred candidate (or policy) is bound to win
against any one other, by any well-behaved voting system.
b) a majority rule voting system will select the outcome most preferred
by the middle voter
c) Political parties will pursue policies that appeal most to the average
voter
d) None of the above

4

What is credit rationing?
a) Lenders limit the supply of credit
b) Governments limit the access to credit
c) The maximum interest rate to be paid is fixed
d) None of the above

5

Data from how many countries is assembled in the
dataset by Deininger and Squire?
a) 103
b) 105
c) 107
d) 108

6

Which one is not a finding by Deininger and Squire?
a) Inequality in assets has a negative effect on growth
b) Inequality reduces the income growths of the poor but not the rich
c) The poor benefit more from education than from investment
d) Inequality affects growth in undemocratic societies but not in democratic
ones

7

8

Inequality in land matters more in developing
countries?

a) True
c) Don’t know

b) False

9

Why do Deininger and Squire report median
Gini coefficients instead of mean coefficients?

a) Median is easier to calculates
b) Median is less sensitive to drop outs
c) Because their data is highly scewed
d) Because they feel like…
10
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3. Th
he Growth‐In
nequality Povverty‐nexus
c. The effect of inequuality on grow
wth: efficien
nt and inefficcient redistribution:
etical evidennce and empirical evidencce
Theore

esina and Roodrik (1994). Following their
t
empiriccal analysis, what do
1. Review the paper by Ale
tthe results presented
p
in Table 1 of thheir paper (see below) sh
how?

Interpret thee results in column (7). What does the coefficie
ent on GDP660, PRIM60, GINILND
2
aand DEMOCGINILND tell you? How ddo you interp
pret the R ?
2. Inequality can affect grrowth throu gh a numbe
er of channels. The leccture has exxtensively
d
discussed the political ecconomy cha nnel. Other channels thrrough which inequality can
c affect
ggrowth are capital markket imperfecctions or political instability (social cconflict). Exp
plain how
iinequality works through
h capital marrket imperfe
ections using an example .
Huang ‐ Chin
na’s growing
g inequalityy is undermiining the
3. Read the FTT‐comment by Yukon H
regime (05.0
03.2012, available from
m: http://blo
ogs.ft.com/th
he‐a‐list/20112/03/05/china‐must‐
rethink‐its‐economic‐mo
odel‐to‐calm ‐growing‐social‐unrest/#
#axzz2DbZrH
Hf7E ). What are the
underlying problems le
eading to raaising levelss of inequallity in Chinaa mentioned in the
ccomment? What
W
would be the basiic prediction
n of these de
evelopmentss following the
t social
cconflict chan
nnel (e.g. see
e argument bby Alesina an
nd Perotti, 19
996)?
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Yukon H
Huang
March 55, 2012
China’ss growing innequality is undermininng the regim
me
This yeear’s sessionn of the Naational Peopple’s Congrress takes on
o added siggnificance with the
impendiing anointm
ment of the next generration of seenior leaderrs. China w
would seem to have
many reeasons to bee self-satisffied given tthe strong prospects
p
fo
or a “soft lan
anding”, a mountain
m
of foreiggn assets thhat Europe is eager to tap, and an
n expanding regional prresence thaat the US
has had to take notiice of.
unting econnomic, soccial and
Yet thee leadershiip recognisses that thhe country faces dau
environnmental challlenges including vulneerabilities created
c
by past excessivve credit ex
xpansion.
Wen Jiaabao, Chinna’s premierr, warned oon Monday that growtth is set too slow this year. It
is aiminng for a 7.5 per cent riise in gross domestic product,
p
thee first time since 2004 that the
annual ttarget has dropped
d
belo
ow 8 per cennt.
But these are likelly to be seeen as techniicalities am
mong those gathered inn Beijing. Far
F more
worrisome for the political eliite is the quuestion of how
h
to deal with risingg social unrest. This
was undderscored by the globaal attention ggiven to thee Wukan viillage land-rrelated prottests that
pushed provincial leaders to support moore open local election
ns. Other diisturbances such as
last yeaar’s strikes by truck drivers
d
in S
Shanghai an
nd recent unrest
u
by m
migrant wo
orkers at
Foxconnn reflect thee tensions stemming frrom decadess of widenin
ng social innequality that seems
out of pplace for a reegime that originated
o
fr
from egalitaarian ideals.
For all of China’s economic successes – which lift
fted some 600m out off poverty – income
r
upp with the gini coefficieent now at 00.47 compaared with
disparitiies nevertheeless have ratcheted
around 0.25 in the mid-1980s. This has ffostered a sense
s
that th
he system iss uncaring, and that
opportuunities are now being deetermined bby one’s staatus rather th
han initiativves.
There is a strong link between the grow
wth in sociial unrest and
a the reallity that thee reform
b Deng Xiaoping
X
thrree decades ago has stalled.
s
Rissing social tensions
process launched by
m two forcees, namely limitations of China’ss national bbudget and banking
come brroadly from
systemss in addresssing distribu
utional needds and distortions arissing from ccontrols oveer use of
land andd labour.
A key w
weakness of
o the proceess of econoomic liberallisation is its
i failure too provide th
he fiscal
means ffor the authhorities to liimit inequaalities that came
c
with rapid
r
growtth. China’s banking
system – which is unique in handling a large sharee of the fin
nancing of ppublic services that
would nnormally goo through the budget – aaccentuatess these probllems.
The unuusually limiited role thaat the nationnal budget plays
p
in sup
pporting exppenditures makes it
difficultt to responnd to rising
g expectatiions, particularly for an econom
my where the
t state
controlss the bulk of
o resources. The budgeet as a prop
portion of th
he size of thhe economy
y is only
two-thirrds that of other midd
dle income countries, and half th
hat of Euroopean Unio
on. As a
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consequence, welfare spending has been inadequate, amounting to around half the level (as a
share of GDP) of comparable countries.
Rather than strengthening its fiscal system, Beijing relies on its banks to fund much of the
growing demand for infrastructure. This has led to episodes of expanded lending to local
governments, which (due to concerns regarding repayment) has skewed credit in favour of
better off localities and towards the larger state enterprises, rather than private small-scale
operators.
Thus the ability to make redistributive transfers (handled elsewhere either by decentralised
budgets or through the quasi-fiscal expenditures of banks) has not been available.
No segment of society feels these social pressures more than the 250m migrant workers who
do not have access to the same services and employment choices as established residents. As
a younger generation without the pre-reform poverty experience matures, their semiindentured status no longer matches their aspirations in a modernising China. Even with real
wage increases of 10-15 per cent annually, increasing numbers of migrants have either
returned to their native provinces or increased their demands for more rights.
Migration pressures are also linked to the frequent disputes over land. This reflects the failure
to clarify use rights and establish more transparent and equitable transfer systems since all
land is formally owned by the state. Local authorities are starved of much needed revenues in
the absence of structured property taxes that could serve as the fulcrum for their revenue base.
Thus they have been forced to sell off land use rights to balance their budgets. By under
paying owners and charging premiums to developers, local bureaucrats are able to capture
countless multiples of what they originally paid. The process offers considerable opportunities
for corruption and thus weakens trust at community levels. This accounts for some of the
more contentious acts of social protest as in Wukan.
If the incoming senior leadership wants to deal with the issues that have spawned rising social
unrest, it needs to rethink some of the unintended consequences of its current growth-driven
model. Paramount is to reshape China’s economic institutions and control over basic
resources in ways that moderate, rather than exacerbate, disparities.
The writer is a senior associate at the Carnegie Endowment and a former World Bank
country director in China
http://blogs.ft.com/the-a-list/2012/03/05/china-must-rethink-its-economic-model-to-calmgrowing-social-unrest/#
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3. The Growth-Inequality Poverty-nexus
d. The concept of pro-poor growth

1. How is pro-poor growth defined?
2. Which measures are commonly used to measure pro-poor growth? How are they defined?
3. Assume the following two scenarios:
• In Scenario 1 the national income is increasing by 5% but the income of the poor is
increasing by 7%.
• In Scenario 2 the income of the poor is increasing by 7% with national income
increasing by 10%.
You are a politician concerned with pro-poor growth. Which case would you prefer and
why? What policy interventions could promote pro-poor growth and how? Discuss.
4. Case Study: Bolivia
Consider the following information:

1
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(Source: Klasen, S., M. Groose, R. Thiele, J. Lay, J. Spatz, and M. Wiebelt (2004): Operationalizing pro-poor growth, country case
study: Bolivia. Discussion Paper No. 101. Iibero-Amerika-Insititut für Wirtschaftsforschung. Universität Göttingen.)

Has growth in Bolivia between 1989-2002 been pro-poor? Are there differences between
rural and urban areas?
Do you have enough information to make an assessment or would you want to have
additional information? If so, what?
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4. Shocks, Policies and Poverty
a. Trade liberalization and poverty

1. In the course of your studies you probably across a number of models on international trade
(e.g. Ricardo etc.). Briefly explain the Heckscher-Ohlin-model of international trade (using a
two-factor case).
a. What are the main assumptions of the model?
b. What are the main mechanisms and predictions of the model?
c. Is there any empirical support for the Heckscher-Ohlin- model?
(For sources see e.g. Ray (1998) – Development Economics, Chapter 16; Rübel (2008) –
Grundlagen der Realen Aussenwirtschaft)
2. Raúl Prebisch and Hans Singer were among the first to challenge the Heckscher-Ohlin-model.
What were their main critiques? Explain.
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